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Why to monitor

To save own, or better � the entrusted resources.

To be able to provide HA services on optical
infrastructure.

With actual parameters of physical link you can
adapt to the current situation.

Just to know that something is happening.



What to monitor

Infrastructure itself, optical �bres, active and
passive components of network.

Physical changes of �bre environment.

Physical perimeter breakthrough.

Early warnings signs of �bre break.

Weak but large-scale signals like earthquake.



What can be sensed

Small changes of properties of the optical path or
its environment.

di�erences in paths

mechanical or acustic vibrations (DAS)

Light (signal) parameters:

phase of light

polarization

re�ections

Image source: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/polclas.html



Sensing the phase of light

Phase-sensitive optical time-domain
re�ectometry (φ-OTDR)

For acoustic/mechanical vibrations detection based
on the phase of Rayleigh back-scattered light
Ultra narrow spectral width stable laser source and
high-power signal
Rayleigh back-scatter signal is about 60 dB lower
compared to the input.



Sensing the polarization

Polarimeters measure the current polarization state of
light in a �ber. Display on the Poincaré sphere or by
using the Stokes parameter.



Sensing the re�ections

Optical time-domain re�ectometer � OTDR

Fig.: Example of OTDR measurement1

1
Image source: https://toolboom.com/en/articles-and-video/�ber-optic-measurements-

otdr-trace-recording-and-analysis/



Sensing the path di�erences

Interferometers: The light from a single source is
split into two beams each in di�erent optical paths,
which are combined again to produce interference.
The resulting interference fringes give information
about the di�erence in optical path lengths.

Fig.: Michelson and Mach-Zender interferometer schema



Sensing methods comparison

Tab.: Comparison table of sensing methods

φ-OTDR Polarimeter Interferometer

Sensitivity ++ + +++

Number of required �bers 1 1 2

Single-ended measurement Yes No2 No2

Measurement range tens of km tens of km tens of km

Localization of event Yes No3 No3

Price High Low Moderate

Special requirements elimination

of re�ections,

channel spacing

>200 GHz away

from data

2passive mirror at least
3in basic con�guration



For how much to monitor

Tab.: Example estimated prices of measurement HW

Device starts from
OTDR 600 USD
Polarimeter 1700 USD
Michelson IF 2300 USD
Mach-Zender IF 3900 USD
φ-OTDR 15800 USD

Estimation is made for measurement range 10 km.



Monitoring on live network

Data signal as measurement signal (polarization).
Channel interference, high power.

Fig.: Spectrum of DWDM signal4

4
Original image source: T. Horváth at. al.: Simultaneous transmission of accurate time,

stable frequency, data, and sensor system over one �ber with ITU 100 GHz grid



From the labs and beyond. . .



Polarization sensing

Location distance: 1 km
Polarimetry signal source: SFP CH43 (1542.94 nm)
Polarimeter sampling rate: 20 kHz (POL)
Photodetector sampling rate: 20 kHz (PD2)
The �ber with standard 2 mm coating in diameter



Polarization sensing



Polarization sensing



Polarization sensing



Interferometric sensing



Interferometric sensing

External view of reactor containment building and
schema of FBG distribution on containment body.5

5
Images source: https://docplayer.cz/6126326-Fotonicke-site-jako-medium-pro-

distribuci-stabilnich-signalu-z-optickych-normalu-frekvence-a-casu.html



Interferometric sensing

Principle of FBG utilization for measurement of
extreme small changes.6

Tiny stretches or compressions of FBG glued on
containment cause re�ections of another
wavelengths.

Super-high precise spectral analyzer needed.
6
Image source: https://docplayer.cz/6126326-Fotonicke-site-jako-medium-pro-

distribuci-stabilnich-signalu-z-optickych-normalu-frekvence-a-casu.html



Summary

To better care about the entrusted resources.

To be able to provide advanced services on optical
infrastructure.

And the �rst step is already done...

You already has the sensor � the optical �ber!



Thank you for your attention.

slapak@cesnet.cz
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